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Suffixes worksheets for 6th grade

Prefixes are words you add at the beginning of the rotord. When prefixes are added, they change the meaning of the rotors. Example: the rotor ject means to fold. You will usually come across the prefixes i- and re-add to ject. They create the words inject (to insert) and reject (to throw out). In this case, the prefix gave the rotors direction. Suffixes resemble prefixes in that they
change the meaning of words, but they are added to the end of the rotors. Example: root bio- means life. The words biography (the history of life) and biology (study of life) are examples of suffixes that change the roots. Exercises for understanding prefixes, suffixes and roots of words. We use them in a wide range of activities to help you master them. Prefix worksheet that
explains prefixes find the meaning of the prefixes. Add mixed prefixes Add prefixes to roots to make sense. List of English prefixes A great reference for both teachers and students. Add long prefixes These words consist of more letters than other shapes. Prefixes a-, ad- Worksheet One prefix takes things away, the other adds them. Prefixes ab-, be-Spreadsheet A prefix that
moves things away and one that moves things through. Add prefixes - dis-, non-, and super- These prefixes either lower, level, or increase things. Prefix one-, ex-in or out of something. Add prefixes - the middle of, mis-, re-in the middle, out of, or happen again. Prefixes out-, pro- These can be confusing. Read them out loud. Prefixes in, pre-, and re-before, during or after. Prefixes
semi-, below- These are less than prefixes! Did you get it? Understanding prefixes Find the meaning of the modifiers. Prefixes and numbers We use bi- tri-, and quad- in sentences. Sub- and Sub-Prefixes below or less than. The prefix circle finds out where the prefix is hidden. Suffix Worksheet Suffix Change This is a very comprehensive worksheet. Diversions suffixes This type of
suffixes changes meanings and parts of speech. Inflectional Suffixes These do not change the meaning of the words they change. Roots and suffixes We like this sheet, as do the teachers. Match Meet the suffix and how it changes the meaning of words. Matches Suffix meanings Another matching task for you. Suffixes -ful and-less These examples either complete or decrease
what they change. Suffixes -stand versus -ible These give roots the power to do something. Circle The Suffix worksheet Find the suffixes in the words. Root Word Spreadsheet Rotord Activity We like this one. So will you! Add to rotord We are working on spelling. Suffix Additions to root word spelling again. Find the rotors For some of these you will think that they have no roots.
Searching for root words go on a root safari! Join words Put roots and suffixes together and then tell me what you've created. Make a word This guides it very well. Root Word Slide Find Roots and then create a bunch words with roots. Underline and build-up of the roots This is slightly higher level roots. Add Suffix ED Worksheet $1.99 View Resource Add ED Suffix Worksheet
$1.99 Show Resource ED Suffix Worksheet $1.99 Show Resource A suffix is a pin that is placed after the trunk of a word. Common suffixes include -ist, -er, -or, -ful, -less, -ship etc.. Suffixes are always placed at the end of words. All suffixes have a certain meaning that helps the reader find out the meaning of the whole word the suffix is within. Learn more about suffixes using our
suffixes below. Here's a graphical preview for all the suffix worksheets. Our suffixes spreadsheets are free to download and easy access in PDF format. Use these suffixes in school or at home. Grades K-5 Suffixes Sheets Here is a graphical preview for all kindergartens, 1st grade, 2nd grade, 3rd grade, 4th grade and 5th grade Suffix worksheets. Click on the image to view our pdf
spreadsheet. Grades 6-8 Suffixes Sheets Here is a graphical preview for all 6. Click on the image to view our pdf spreadsheet. Grades 9-12 Suffixes Sheets Here is a graphical preview for all 9. Click on the image to view our pdf spreadsheet. Suffixes -ful and -less FREE Finish each sentence with a word that has the suffix -ful or -less. Words include harmless, colorful, worthless,
and grateful.1 to 3. Students need to change y to an i and then take an oath. Words include copied, weeping, tried and studied.1st to third grade There are three ways to pronounce suffix -ed. Sort the words into three different pronunciation groups. Kindergarten to 2nd grade Unscramble the letters to make a word with the suffix -or, -er, or -ist. Words include artist, traveler, reader,
and sailor.1st to third grade Complete the sentences with words ending with -ed or -ing. or -less. Words include espionage, crying, buying, tried and worried.1st through third grade Suffixes -tion and -zion FREE Add the suffix -suffix or tion to each verb to create a noun. Then use each word in a full sentence. Words include education, expansion, protection, subtraction, decision
and persuasion.2nd to fourth grade Homophone SpreadsheetHomophones are words that sound similar but have different spellings. Use these spreadsheets to teach students about homophones. Synonym and Antonym Spreadsheet Synonyms are words with similar meanings. Antonymer are words with opposite meanings. Check out our collection of synonym and antonym
spreadsheets. Read and write spreadsheetThis page contains the full list of read, write, phonics, and grammar worksheets on STW. Advanced grammar: Suffixes #2Advanced Grammar: Suffixes #2A suffix, such as shelter, ment, or less, are added at the end of a rotord to change the word's Help your child master the concept of this word study spreadsheet that will have them
matching, writing and identifying suffix words.3rd classReading &amp; Writing In this worksheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -phile and -osis to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to
learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! Here are some super suffix practices! Let's make a fight with suffixes and rotord! This suffix chart is useful both at home and in the classroom for learning how to use and identify common Greek and Latin suffixes. Ideal for second to fifth grade students. This worksheet is off the charts to practice suffixes! Your student will
match the correct meaning of the suffix to the rotor in this worksheet. The student will form new words by adding a suffix to a word in this worksheet. In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -age and tode to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be
asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -al/-ial and -ion to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the
word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -an /-ian and -ity to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the
suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ate and -able /-ible to make five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is
great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ic and -cracy to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn
how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this worksheet, the use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ile and ia to create different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin
suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ist and -ar to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this
worksheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ive and -or to make five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will
use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ize and-ade to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin
suffixes -ment and -ite to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -ology/-logy
and -ance/-ence to create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -rium and acy to
create five different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! In this spreadsheet, students will use the Greek or Latin suffixes -acity/-ocity and -ule/cule to create five
different English words out of those given in the word bank. After writing five original sentences with the words these words, students will be asked to circle the word made with the suffix. This is great practice to learn how to use and identify Greek and Latin suffixes! Suffixes!
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